INTRODUCTION
Post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms have been shown to play a major role in gene expression in eukaryotic cells (1) (2) (3) (4) . Several messenger RNAs (mRNAs) encoding cytokines, growth factors or oncoproteins contain a conserved AU-rich (AUR) sequence in their 3' untranslated regions (UTR) (5) . This sequence is composed of several repeats of the pentanucleotide AUUUA. Depending on the cell system, this sequence can either decrease mRNA stability (6, 7) or inhibit its translation (8) .
It has been recently shown that the minimal motif that mediates mRNA degradation is the UUAUUUAUU nonanucleotide (9, 10) . Several proteins that bind AUR sequences within cytokine or protooncogene mRNAs have been identified using cell systems where AUR sequences have been shown to have a destabilizing effect 480 Molecular Medicine, Volume 2, Number 4, July 1996 (11) (12) (13) (14) . The exact function of these proteins has not yet been characterized.
The translation inhibition of mRNAs by the AUR sequences has been observed in reticulocyte lysates, Xenopus oocytes (15) (16) (17) and somatic cells (18) . Three octanucleotides UUAUUUAU present in the 3' UTR inhibit mRNA translation to the same extent as the natural AUR sequence. The presence of a single octanucleotide in the 3' UTR is, however, sufficient to decrease significantly translation efficiency (17) . The mechanism by which AUR sequences exert their translation inhibitory effect has not been elucidated. We previously demonstrated that while the interferon-,B (IFN,B) mRNA AUR sequence inhibits translation independent of its position within the 3' UTR, when it is transferred upstream of the initiation codon, the inhibitory effect is lost (16) .
In RAW 264.7 macrophages, tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa) gene expression is predominantly regulated at the translational level. In unstimulated macrophages, translation of TNF mRNA is repressed by the AUR sequence within the 3' UTR. Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) treatment overcomes this repression (19, 20) . Since the AUR sequence has no effect on TNF mRNA stability in this system (21), RAW 264.7 macrophages may be useful for identifying factors involved in mRNA translational inhibition mediated by AUR sequences.
In this study, we performed electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) using labeled RNA probes corresponding to portions of the TNF SP643'TNFAU was synthesized by using the same strategy except that the 443-bp TNF fragment derived from the Pro-UTR AU-construct described elsewhere (22) (see Fig. 1 ). The AU+ probe was made by inserting a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fragment corresponding to the AUR sequence of TNF mRNA (23) (see Fig. 1 (Fig. 1 ). These were incubated with S100 cytoplasmic extracts obtained from RAW 264.7 cell cultured in the presence or absence of LPS (10 ng/ml for 2 hr). Figure 2 shows that RNA probes containing TNF mRNA AUR motifs either with (3' TNF AU+) or without (AU+) 3'TNF-flanking sequences bound a factor present in SI 00 cytoplasmic extracts of both unstimulated and LPS-stimulated RAW cells (complex 1). This binding activity was not detected with a TNF 3' UTR probe specifically deleted for the AUR motifs (3' TNF AU ). Interestingly, the 3' TNF AU+ probe alone also formed a second complex (complex 2). Although this complex was hardly detectable with S100 extracts from unstimulated macrophages, its formation signif- icantly increased when cells were treated with LPS. Complex 2 was not detected when the 3' TNF AU probe was used, indicating that its formation requires the presence of AUR sequences. It should be noted that the 72 nucleotides AU+ probe does not form complex 2, suggesting that LPS-inducible complex 2 involves both the AUR motif and flanking sequences. The specificity of complexes 1 and 2 formation was further assessed by competition experiments. S100 extracts from LPS-stimulated RAW cells were incubated with equal amount of radiolabeled 3' TNF AU+ probe in the presence of increasing quantities of three unlabeled RNAs. Figure 3 shows that the addition of increasing amounts of unlabeled 3' TNF AU+ and AU+ RNA efficiently compete for the formation of both complexes 1 and 2 in the EMSA. In contrast, addition of unlabeled 3' TNF AU RNA had no effect, even at the highest concentration used in this experiment (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, the formation of complexes 1 and 2 clearly resulted from the binding of proteins to the probe since pretreatment of the extracts with proteinase K abolished the shift of the 3' TNF AU+ probe without affecting its integrity (data not shown). cross-linking and label transfer experiments were performed. As shown in Fig. 4 , two proteins of apparent molecular weights of 80 and 50 kD were detected with the 3' TNF AU+ probe in S100 extracts from both unstimulated and LPS-stimulated macrophages. (Fig. 5, lower panel) . The EMSA performed with SI 00 extracts from cells exposed to Sendai virus shows that viral infection led to complex 2 formation with the same efficiency as LPS (Fig. 5, upper (Fig. 6 ). Protein-tyrosine phosphorylation is an early signaling event in macrophages following LPS exposure (29, 30) and inhibition of tyrosine phosphorylation abolishes TNF production. In addition, Willeaume et either pretreated for 2 hr with 5 ,ug/ml of herbimycin A before LPS stimulation or left untreated. Two hours after LPS addition, the culture media were harvested to measure TNF production, and S100 extracts were prepared for EMSA analysis. Figure 7 shows that herbimycin A strongly suppressed LPS-induced complex 2 formation and TNF synthesis.
Characterization of the Proteins Involved in

Kinetics and LPS Dose-Dependence of Complex 2 Formation
In order to assess further the biological significance of complex 2 formation in relationship with TNF production, we performed kinetic and LPS dose-response experiments. RAW264.7 cells were exposed to 10 ng/ml of LPS for increasing time periods before S100 extract preparation. As shown in Fig. 8A , complex 2 formation parallels TNF production and is clearly detectable as early as 0.5 hr after LPS addition to the cell culture.
Complex 2 formation and TNF production were analyzed after stimulation of RAW 264.7 macrophages with increasing concentrations of LPS for 2 hr. LPS concentrations as low as 10 pg/ml were sufficient to induce both complex 2 formation and TNF production. Treatment of the cells with increasing doses of LPS led to increases in both complex 2 intensity and TNF production (Fig. 8B) 
